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Ho, ho, ho — Christmas is near and your year as a manager will end 

soon. Time to have a critical look at your managerial capacities: What 

is the one leadership skill you evolved with last year? What was your 

biggest success this year, and what is your greatest deficiency as a 

people manager?

How do you compare to Santa Claus?

Santa does not run out of style, he is a charismatic leader, a respected 

authority. He manages a stable team of top performers (if one of the 

elves or reindeers left last year, he managed well, because we did not 

notice). The client experience is excellent and he gets the job done 

year after year by respecting a strict deadline and remaining calm, 

reassuring and positive.

Why Santa Claus 
Is A Better 

Manager Than You
By Jorg Stegemann
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What will you do differently next year? A speaker at 

a leadership meeting not many years ago asked us this 

question. He wasn’t looking for an answer; he was making 

the point that the world is constantly changing, yet so 

many of us continue to do what we’ve always done.

For years now, industry leaders and conference 

speakers have been promoting the merits of relationship 

building by acting as a consultant, providing your clients insight to the 

local labor market, noting emerging trends that might affect them, and 

advising them about the competitive landscape. How many recruiters 

actually do this? Few, according to corporate talent acquisition leaders.

Their most common complaint is that when you call, it’s “Do you have 

a job I can fill.”

No wonder, then, so many companies treat staffing firms as commodity 

services, compelling you to become a preferred provider and managing you 

by VMS. Three years ago, Staffing Industry Analysts noted that 75% of 

the Fortune 1000 either are or would soon be managing their contingent 

workers via VMS or with an MSP. By now that number has almost certainly 

grown. Search firms, too, are being managed. Scout and BountyJobs are 

a sort of marketplace VMS for contingent search.

In this issue, Terry Petra talks about fee for value; not for effort. Do 

your clients agree that you offer them value? Value that is not just about 

today’s placement, but the value that you offer even when there is no JO.

In this fragile, global economy that includes your community and your 

clients, whether they are Fortune 1000 or not even close, it is more 

important than ever to do things differently.

No less a person than former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev once told 

a Harvard audience, “If you don’t move forward, sooner or later you begin 

to move backward.” Which way are you moving? 
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POKE OF THE MONTH

Tip of the hat to StaffingTalk for alerting us to a satirical video by The 

Onion. Featured in the humor magazine’s Tech Trends sections, the video 

is headlined, “6-Year-Old Data Entry Prodigy Already Entertaining Offers 

From Major Temp Agencies.”

It’s an updated version of that darkly satirical Monster ad of 1999. The kid, 

Jeffrey Peters, is lauded in the video for his ability to “sit still, and perform 

mind-numbing tasks in Excel and work for hours on end.”

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

ettain group, talent solutions company specializing in contract, contract to hire and 

direct hire, and managed services in IT, healthcare IT and creative, acquired Timberhorn 

IT Solutions, an IT staffing company in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex. It’s the first office for ettain west of 

the Mississippi.

Earlier this year, ettain was ranked 33rd on Staffing Industry Analysts’ list of the Fastest Growing U.S.  

Staffing Companies.

Health Carousel, a provider of healthcare staffing service acquired 

Dayton, Ohio-based Next Medical Staffing. The acquisition expands 

Health Carousel’s existing nurse travel staffing business, adds locum 

tenens physician and nurse practitioner staffing to its service offerings and increases the number 

of healthcare professionals on assignment across the United States by 25%.

Next’s team will maintain its Dayton office and operate as a separately branded division of Health Carousel. 

Next founder and President Stacey Stanley will remain the leader of Next. In addition to its headquarters in 

Cincinnati, the company has an affiliate office in Dayton, Ohio and Manila, Philippines.

Publicly traded Cross Country Healthcare, Inc. has signed a definitive 

agreement to acquire California-based Mediscan. Founded in 1995, 

Mediscan provides temporary healthcare staffing and workforce solutions 

to both the healthcare and education markets across 11 states, with a strong focus on California. 

The acquisition will expand Cross Country’s customer reach into acute care hospitals, particularly 

in the large and growing California market, and it will add a new customer base in the growing 

education staffing market.

According to the terms of the agreement, the purchase price includes $28 million in cash and $5 million in 

shares of the Company’s Common Stock, and is subject to a net working capital adjustment. Sellers are also 

eligible to receive an earn-out based on Mediscan’s 2016 and 2017 performance that could provide up to an 

additional $7 million of cash over the two years. One of Mediscan’s founding members, Val Serebryany, as 

well as its President and Chief Executive Officer, Dennis Ducham, will remain with the business after the 

transaction closes.

NEWS NOTESand

Stacey Stanley

Dennis Ducham
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When Hiring a Recruiter,  
Look For A Caterer
Dear Barbara:

I need to hire three additional recruiters and have 

been unsuccessful with my last two hires. One had 

experience, but had so many bad habits I ended up 

terminating him and the other never got in the black, 

so we also terminated her. I lost over $30,000 on those 

two hires and the people answering our ads have been 

less than impressive.

We are not covering our contracts and orders because 

my current team is overwhelmed with the number of 

orders we are writing. Would love any advice you have 

regarding hiring future top producers.

Bob F. – Minneapolis, MN

Dear Bob:

It’s important first of all to decide what you need. It 

sounds like you need to hire individuals who only work 

the candidate side of the sale due to your impressive 

contract and order flow.

I would suggest you stop advertising and recruit 

your next recruiter. My best recruiters have come 

from four backgrounds:

• Sales or catering managers out of hotels.

• Retail managers or district managers.

• Outside sales reps (tired of being outside).

• Rental car sales.

It’s most important that you hire an over-achiever. 

Look for success throughout their lives, in school and 

in past places of employment. You want to hire self-

starters who have a history of peak performance. If 

they excelled for someone else they will do the same 

for you.

Whether you are hiring for a current or newly created 

position, take time to complete the following process:

• Write a job description.

• Provide minimum standards of performance.

• Explain consequences.

• Monitor individual stats and ratios.

• Put your expectations in writing.

• Have individual meet your team, off premise.

• Bring them into your office for 3-4 hours.

• Check references.

• Provide structured training.

• Appoint a mentor for each new hire.

• Conduct weekly performance reviews.

• Coach – Coach – Coach.

A wrong hire can cost you money while hiring the 

person you need can help your company grow. You 

need to set a budget for each new hire. How much 

are you willing to invest before you begin to enjoy a 

return on your investment? You need to protect your 

business and bottom line.

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS

Protect Your Business the  
10-20 Way
Dear Barbara:

My outside sales reps are spending the majority of 

their time in the office explaining to me that they have 

so much business from their current clients that they 

don’t have the time or energy to develop new clients.

I remember hearing you advise owners to never let 

an account represent more than 20% of sales. We have 

a total of only six clients (one represents almost 50% 

of our sales) who are keeping us so busy we are only 

filling about 60% of the contracts we’re writing.

It concerns me that we have so few clients and if any 

of them stop hiring, we could be in trouble. How many 

clients would protect us from any future downturn 

Ask Barb
with

Barbara Bruno

(cont’d on page 5)
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and how do I motivate my sales people to develop new 

clients with our current challenge of not being able to 

fill what we have?

Frank W. – Marietta, GA

Dear Frank:

Most companies that don’t survive downturns 

have over 75% of their income from less than five 

accounts. This sounds like your current situation, 

so I appreciate your concern. I want to address  

several areas.

If your sales team is spending most of their time in 

the office, it sounds like you have them doing account 

management as well as client development. When you 

have higher volume contract accounts, an account 

manager could work with your current clients, help 

develop more business with each client and could 

interact with your contractors/consultants. The 

sales person would still be in contact with the current 

clients trying to develop additional hiring authorities 

and also spend time developing new clients. This 

would free them up to work more outside and not be 

bogged down by details and endless responsibilities 

of an account manager.

It sounds like you also need to hire additional 

recruiters who only focus on attracting additional 

candidates.

To create this business model you need to watch 

your budget (a percentage of each hire should be paid 

to the account manager) and your current team must 

understand the WIIFM (What’s In It For Me) to get 

their buy in. This should result in the following:

1. Current clients will be serviced.

2. Your sales team will spend more time outside.

3. New clients will be developed.

4. A higher percentage of contracts/orders filled.

To protect your business you want to have 10 key 

accounts and 20 back-ups. If one of your key accounts 

stops hiring, hopefully you can elevate one of your 20 

back-up clients. You are a very smart owner to realize 

the importance of expanding your client base when 

business is great!

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS

My Turndowns Are Up!  
What Can I Do?
Dear Barbara:

I have been in business for 20 years and have never 

had so many offers declined. It is devastating my 

team and killing our morale. It’s almost as if everyone 

expects offers to be turned down. Do you have any 

advice that I can share with my team?

Suzanne F. – Omaha, NE

Dear Suzanne:

Attitude and expectations are critical and can either 

positively or negatively impact the outcome. There are 

solutions to offer turn downs including the following:

• Conduct general interviews to determine what 

is most important to candidates.

• Send candidates on more than one opportunity.

• Market candidates to the five companies they 

most respect.

• Pre-close throughout the entire process.

• Always ask, “Has anything changed since the 

last time we talked?”

• Share written expectations.

• Stay informed of all interview activity.

• Implement a strong follow up and  

touch process.

This will help greatly reduce declined offers.

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS   TFL (back to TOC)

Barb Bruno, CPC, CTS, is one of the most trusted experts, speakers, and trainers in the staffing and 

recruiting professions. If you want to receive free training articles from Barb, sign up for her NO BS Newsletter! 

Barb has spent the last 20 years helping owners, managers, and recruiters increase their sales, profits, and 

income. Her Top Producer Tutor web-based training program jumpstarts new hires and takes experienced 

recruiters to their next level of production. If you’d like to contact Barb, call 219-663-9609 or email her at 

support@staffingandrecruiting.com. If you enjoy Barb’s training, join her Premiere Coaching Club.

(cont’d from page 4)
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Most recruiters at one time or another during their 

careers will face a situation where a client hires two 

of their candidates off of a singular search. This can 

happen when:

1. The client recognizes the level of talent and is 

willing to create an additional position on their 

organizational chart in order to hire both of  

the candidates.

2. The client has another open position which 

the recruiter may or may not have been aware 

of and they choose to hire the additional 

candidate to fill that need.

3. The client has another open position and is 

attempting to fill it through other means. 

However, because of the quality of the 

candidates presented by the recruiter, they  

fill both positions through the results of the  

single search.

4. When the client believes they can hire two 

candidates for the price of one because the 

second candidate was hired for a different 

position than the opening on which the 

recruiter was working.

Many recruiters have a provision in their client 

agreement that covers the hiring of all referred 

candidates regardless of the position for which they 

are hired. This provision typically obligates the client 

to pay a second full fee. However, even with this 

provision in their agreement, many recruiters still 

have difficulty invoicing their client for the second fee.

In some instances, the recruiter is willing to “work 

out a deal” with the client for a greatly reduced fee 

on the second hire. Their rationale being they wish 

to maintain the good will of the client and/or they do 

not want to appear “too greedy.” It is their belief this 

approach will help build and maintain a better long-

term relationship with the client. Of course, this is a 

business decision and, as such, must be guided by 

the best judgment of the recruiter and their manager.

Pay for Effort or Pay for Value
Additionally, to many recruiters and their clients, 

there is the question of effort. After all, there generally 

is not as much effort needed to make the second 

placement as the candidate was already being 

considered for the initial position. This is where the 

“guilt trip” begins.

The client will usually say something similar to  

the following:

“Although we were most fortunate to hire the 

second candidate, let’s consider the facts. It really 

didn’t take any additional effort on your part 

since you had already presented the candidate. 

Therefore, it seems reasonable that we should not 

be charged an additional fee (or we should receive 

a substantial discount on the second fee). Don’t 

you agree?”

When One Search Yields Two Placements, 
Insist On Two Fees

By Terry Petra

(cont’d on page 7)
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Many recruiters, even with a provision in their 

agreement that covers the situation, consider this a 

logical point of view and, in their own minds, may 

even agree with it. When this occurs, the recruiter 

experiences feelings of guilt for even considering 

charging the client a second fee. Subsequently, the 

recruiter gives in and either charges no second fee or 

negotiates (surrenders) a deeply discounted second 

fee. Is this a good business decision or a decision that 

was based on a lack of knowledge on how to handle 

the “logic” presented by the client?

Remember: Anytime you allow the client to 

correlate your effort with the size of the fee, you will  

probably lose.

You’re not getting paid for effort; you’re getting 

paid for results. Unless you’re working on a fully 

retained basis, the only way you earn a fee is through 

successfully placing candidates at your clients’ 

organization. Sometimes this requires a great deal of 

effort and sometimes it does not. Therefore, allowing 

your client to adjust the size of the fee based on their 

perception of your effort is not appropriate.

Placement Principle One:

The only true justification for your fee is the value 

the client receives through the performance of 

the candidates you place. Therefore, the cost of 

your service is primarily related to value received.

Placement Principle Two:

Value is established by your client based on 

the positive impact of the position on their 

organization’s ability to achieve its objectives. This 

is typically best reflected by the compensation 

level of the position.

These represent the two most basic principles of 

our business. Both of them apply to the “One Search 

– Two Placements” situation.

Value Based Assets
In completing a placement, what you have essentially 

accomplished is the successful transfer of a recurring, 

value based asset, aka, the newly hired candidate, 

to your client’s organization. Notice the emphasis on 

“value based asset.”
(cont’d on page 8)

(cont’d from page 6)
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The most important assets to any organization are its 

human assets. Without the proper human assets the 

organization’s operating model becomes meaningless. 

Everything from raising capital and sound financial 

management to breakthrough research and 

development; from manufacturing and distribution 

to marketing and sales; from efficiency and quality to 

the ultimate satisfaction of the customer requires the 

careful attention of properly trained and motivated 

executives, managers, and employees. Everything else 

pales in comparison.

Therefore, we earn our fee by adding value to our 

client’s organization; by placing candidates who, 

through their on-the-job performance, enhance the 

performance capacity of the organization. This is 

why they are an asset. Just as importantly, if the 

client is successful in retaining them for an extended 

period of time, they become a recurring, and in many 

instances, an appreciating asset. Their value to the 

organization increases over time.

You Are Paid for Results
Consequently, by understanding the principles of 

“value” and “asset,” you will be prepared to handle 

the situation when you make two placements from 

one search. If your client’s position is that a second 

full fee is not earned because the second placement 

was a by-product of your effort on the original search, 

you may consider responding in a manner similar to 

the following:

“Although effort is an essential component of 

any search, I’m not paid for effort. I’m paid for 

results and those results must bring value to  

your organization.

“When you hire one of my candidates, you’re 

acknowledging the fact that they bring to your 

organization a value that is greater than the 

costs associated with their hiring and on-going 

employment. Subsequently, that value becomes 

an asset to your organization and in most

(cont’d from page 7)

ATTENTION
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(cont’d on page 9)
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instances, an appreciating asset based on the 

employee’s continued growth and contribution.

“In this situation you have chosen to hire two 

of my candidates thereby adding two value 

based assets to your organization. You benefit 

twice through my services. Would you agree with  

that logic?”

Listen carefully for their response. Most often they 

will fall back on their previous position regarding 

your “effort.” Probe with additional questions if there 

is any doubt regarding their position on paying two 

fees. They may bring up problems with their budget (if 

valid, something that needs to be seriously considered) 

or even threaten not to hire the second candidate if 

they have to pay a fee. This is where you need to make 

a sound business decision. However, keep in mind, 

that negotiating power rests with you and not your 

client, particularly if your agreement has a provision 

covering multiple hires.

If your client remains reluctant to pay a second fee, 

or if they will only pay a heavily discounted second 

fee, you have a decision to make. If that decision is 

to maintain a position where the only acceptable 

resolution is the payment of a full second fee, it may 

be time to move to the end game. Here is an example 

of what you might say.

“If you don’t believe the value the second 

candidate brings to your organization justifies the 

payment of a second fee, then don’t hire him/her.

“However, if you do hire him/her, my compensation 

should be directly tied to the value they bring to 

your organization (see Placement Principle Two) 

and this would justify the payment of a second 

fee in line with our standard schedule.

“This represents the only arrangement that is fair 

to both of us. Your organization receives value 

assets and I receive appropriate payment for 

providing them. I’m confident that if our positions 

were reversed, the logic would be the same.

“Hire one or hire both of them. In either instance 

you will be invoiced accordingly. The decision is 

yours. What will it be?”

At this point, assuming you are dealing with the 

appropriate authority at your client’s organization, 

either decision they make is the right one. Most 

importantly, you have firmly established the true 

justification for your fee.

Handled properly, you will gain the respect of your 

client as well as reinforcing the strength of your 

position in the relationship. Although you may not 

gain the second placement (client’s choice), you will 

have further established yourself as a professional 

in this industry. Over the long-term, this holds the 

greatest value.

As always, if you have questions or comments about 

this article or wish to receive my input on any other 

topic related to this business, just let me know. Your 

calls and emails are most welcome. TFL (back to TOC)

Terry has successfully conducted seminars for state, national, and international associations as 

well as in-house consulting and training programs for hundreds of staffing/recruiting firms in the U.S., 

Canada, Mexico, Australia, New Zealand, England, South Africa, Russia, and the independent states 

of the former Soviet Union.

Recipient of the “Harold B. Nelson Award” in recognition of his untiring efforts in the continuing 

fight for the preservation of our free enterprise system, Terry is President of Professional Services Consultants, a 

Minnesota-based search, contract staffing, consulting and training company.

Terry provides a full range of training and consulting services focused on the needs of the staffing/recruiting 

industry. Training products include the updated “Petra Training System” and a newly revised advanced CD 

Training Program entitled, “Just Do It Right! A Client Centered Process That Works.” For a full review of his products 

and services, visit his web site at www.tpetra.com.

(cont’d from page 8)
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It’s well documented that labor demand and 

employment levels are improving across the country 

in almost all sectors, and that economic growth is 

predicted to increase at a moderate pace for the 

foreseeable future. For those of us in the staffing 

industry, the improving economic climate is great 

news, but it has made it more challenging for our 

organizations to find qualified candidates for our 

clients. Most candidates we seek are currently 

employed and are not actively looking to make a 

move for a new opportunity. As a result we’re not 

flooded with inbound calls or applies to our online job 

postings. So, in this changing and highly competitive 

recruiting market, why are we still recruiting like 

2008, the beginning of the Great Recession?

Albert Einstein is widely credited with the saying 

“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over 

and over again but expecting different results.” Well, 

it doesn’t take Einstein to tell us that many in our 

industry are using the same recession-era recruiting 

methods and are disappointed with the results. As 

recruiters and recruiting organizations, we need to 

focus on the “passive candidates”; reach out to them, 

educate them on why our services are beneficial to 

them and why an opportunity with one of our clients 

is worth considering.

We are being strongly challenged to provide direct 

value to them, both in the short term and the long 

term. Recruiting is a process, not a transaction. We 

need to show potential candidates that we are in it for 

the long haul, and not just immediate gratification. 

The candidate who’s “not interested” now could be our 

next “start” in six months.

So, how do we provide value to passive candidates 

these days? Get involved; provide useful tools and 

accessible content and information that will help 

them further their current role or may open them up 

to consider new opportunities that may enhance their 

career. Here are some of my tips on how to effectively 

engage passive candidates:

1. Use Social Media to Offer  
Advice and Expertise

The use of social media for recruitment purposes is 

nothing new for most of us in this business. However, 

the vast majority of recruitment firms limit their 

contribution on social media to poorly crafted job 

descriptions that look unprofessional and desperate. 

Passive candidates are tired of scrolling through 

their LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter feeds or other 

social tools and seeing the latest “hot job.” What most 

professionals are looking for are thoughtful insights 

into their business verticals. For example, if you’re 

a recruiter specializing in the healthcare industry, 

then you should be sharing with your social audience 

articles from respected and pertinent sources they 

Stop Recruiting 
Like It’s 2008

By Debby Millhouse CPC, CTS, CSP

(cont’d on page 11)
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would find useful or interesting. You should also take 

some time to create your own content offering your 

observations or thoughts on economic conditions, 

trends in your vertical, new ways of doing business, 

news and events, etc.

Demonstrate your understanding of your vertical 

market and add value to the content you share. 

It’s worth the extra time and effort and will show 

candidates you’re not just a transactional recruiter.

2. Have a Conversation,  
Not a Commercial

Too often recruiters think recruitment phone calls 

are an opportunity to spew out all the great things 

about themselves or the recruitment organization 

they work with. If you’re fortunate enough to catch 

a passive candidate on the phone who is willing to 

engage, make sure the call is about them not you.

Recruiters have a tendency to ram information 

rapidly down a candidate’s throat. That’s a huge turn-

off. Take some time to understand the candidate’s 

current role, future plans and what they may be looking 

for in a new opportunity. Talk about the industry 

and demonstrate knowledge. Polished recruiters will 

take this approach and will exercise patience. If the 

current opportunity is not a fit, then there may be 

one six months down the road that is. Candidates 

appreciate this long-term viewpoint in this market. 

They may also be more willing to share a referral when 

there is actually a conversation occurring.

3. Are You Offering Useful Tools to 
Candidates On Your Website?

Honestly evaluate your company website, social 

media presence and other online properties to ensure 

passive (or active) candidates have a good experience:

• Is your website easy to navigate?

• Do all the links and job postings work?

• Are the online forms easy to fill out or are they 

onerous and kludgy?

• Do you offer fresh content such as useful 

blogs, professional tips, or industry news?

• Is it difficult to learn more about your company 

or request more information?

• Are your social properties connected and 

accessible via your corporate website?

• Do you offer any useful video content (most 

web viewers today get most of their information 

from video content)?

• Is there anything genuinely compelling about 

what you are offering that would make anyone 

want to spend time on any of your online 

properties or social media pages, or are you all 

about the “jobs”?

Most passive candidates today (particularly the 

coveted Millennials) want to browse online information 

at their leisure. If the experience is poor, then you’re off 

the list when it comes to recruitment organizations for 

them. Poor online experiences tell passive candidates 

that you don’t care 

enough about them 

to take the time 

to make changes, 

which can be a 

disastrous message 

in this market.

So, stop recruiting like it’s still 2008. Take a hard 

look at your current methods, and if you find you or 

your team are using “recessionary recruiting” methods 

and strategies in this candidate-driven market, make 

the change, and quick. After all, it’s almost 2016!  

TFL (back to TOC)

Debby Millhouse is the owner and CEO of CEO Inc. Founded in 1994, CEO Inc. is an award-winning, 

full-service recruiting and business resources firm offering direct hire placement, temporary staffing, 

and human capital services. Honors include being named as one of the Top 25 Charlotte Business 

Journal Best Places to Work for multiple years, one of the 2013 Fastest-Growing U.S. Staffing Firms by 

Staffing Industry Analysts, and the Best Staffing Firm in the 2014 Charlotte Observer Reader’s Choice 

Awards. For more information, visit www.ceoinc.com or call 704-372-4701.

Alexey Boldin / Shutterstock.com
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2016
Recruiters, now is the moment to set your goals for 

2016. It’s the ideal time to take in all the information 

you can find, reflect on where you have succeeded in 

2015 and what you could have done better, and make 

an informed decision about the direction you want for 

2016. To that end, we have compiled a forecast from 

a number of sources to help guide you on your path 

to a successful new year!

Information Technology to 
Continue Strong

Growth in the technology sector, a historically 

strong contract staffing area, is forecast across the 

board to continue in 2016. Furthermore, Monster.com 

reports that the time-to-fill for these roles is getting 

longer thanks to the current candidates’ market, 

which means suggesting contractors as a stop-gap or 

try-before-you-buy solution is a good plan.

IT recruiters: to get the most out of your time 

investment, you may want to aim for small- and mid-

sized companies in 2016. While they have always been 

viable targets, many have lately embraced high-level 

technology in an effort to remain competitive in their 

markets — including cyber security, mobile-friendly 

engineering, and cloud-based applications. Other top 

IT roles to fill in 2016, as reported by SHRM, include 

data scientists, information security analysts, and 

software engineers.

Healthcare Will Boom
Staffing Industry Analysts stated in its October 2015 

healthcare staffing report that “healthcare staffing 

services will desperately need workers through 2016” 

and “users of these services will increasingly pay 

more for quality workers” as time goes on. Healthcare 

recruiters should gear up to make 2016 a booming 

business year. An aging population and an increase 

in the number of newly insured thanks to the ACA 

are credited by numerous sources for the increase.

Top Echelon is seeing an ongoing trend of high 

demand for physical therapists, occupational 

therapists and speech language pathologists. SHRM’s 

Top 10 Toughest Jobs to Fill in 2016 supports this 

with the inclusion of physical therapists alongside 

medical services managers and registered nurses.

Young Professional Hiring  
to Increase

The National Association of Colleges and Employers 

reports that employers plan to hire 11% more new 

college graduates in 2016 than they did in 2015. 

According to the NACE report, “Organizations that 

are increasing their hiring numbers also noted the 

importance of college hiring in building their talent 

pipelines, and increasing college hires to help offset 

upcoming retirements.”

The flip side of this is the expected exodus of Baby 

Boomers from the workplace as they continue to 

retire in droves. Top Echelon and other sources have 

pointed out a trend toward bringing these talented 

workers back into the workforce on a contract basis 

through “retiree re-staffing,” and we expect to see this 

continue in 2016.

By Debbie Fledderjohann

Full Speed Ahead For IT, Healthcare In 2016

(cont’d on page 13)
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Of particular note: LinkedIn’s 2015 Job 

Changers report shows that Millennials 

want opportunities for advancement and 

challenging work significantly more than other 

generations, and even passive candidates will 

change jobs for those reasons. This makes 

them great candidates to recruit for contract 

positions, in which challenge is inherent.

Expected Economic 
Downturn

An economic slowdown is coming—it’s 

just a matter of when. As Staffing Industry 

Analysts noted, “The current US expansion 

commenced in July 2009, and has now lasted 

longer than the average of the last five such 

periods dating back to 1980.”

We are coming due for the next one, and 

Wall Street is buzzing with trepidation. The Wall Street 

Journal reported that large American companies, 

particularly in the industrial and energy sectors, are 

poised to experience declines in quarterly profits and 

revenue for the first time since the recession.

Back in April, Staffing Industry Analysts 

recommended that staffing firms have “disciplined 

business processes in place in order to thrive when 

the inevitable downturn in the economy arrives.” 

Historically, one of the best protections for recruiting 

firms against economic downturns has been a contract 

staffing arm, and we expect this to hold true. In fact, 

Top Echelon has heard recruiters report that the 

consistent weekly income from contract placements 

actually saved their business during direct placement 

dry spells.

Continued Contract  
Staffing Growth

 As American Staffing notes, “…companies are 

increasingly turning to staffing services to augment 

their workforces and enhance their flexibility 

and agility in accord with the ebb and flow of the 

economy.” They elaborate, “These trends suggest that 

a fundamental, or secular, shift is helping to drive 

demand.” This shift serves to reinforce the flexible, 

or “blended,” workforce model that has been gaining 

steam for the past few years.

The Ardent Partners State of Contingent Workforce 

Management 2015-2016 study backed this up, 

finding that “nearly 70% of enterprises today expect 

their contingent workforce to grow steadily in the 12 

months ahead.” TFL (back to TOC)

Debbie Fledderjohann is president of Top Echelon Contracting, Inc., the recruiter’s back-office 

solution. The company was founded in 1992 and places technical, professional, and healthcare 

contractors in 49 states. Top Echelon Contracting helps recruiters make contract placements and 

handles all of the legal, financial, and administrative details. They become the legal employer and 

take care of the employee paperwork, legal contracts, time sheet collection, payroll processing, payroll 

funding, tax withholding, benefits, workers’ compensation coverage, invoicing, collections, background checks, etc.
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When You 
Give Them 

the Chance, 

People Will Step Up

By Joe Ankus

As a recruiter, I have at least two personal bad 

habits to discuss as 2015 draws to a close. Bad habit 

number one is that I often lose my cell phone and, 

when that happens, bad habit number two is I worry 

if I will ever see it again. No need to go into any other 

bad recruiting habits this month — I have all of 2016 

to write columns about those! 

In this article, I am going to share a free, easy, and 

fast tip how you can greatly increase your chance of 

reuniting with a lost cellphone and so have one less 

thing to worry about in the process. Before you read 

any further, make sure your cell phone is nearby. 

You are going to need it if you choose to follow my 

advice. Remember: a recruiter without a phone is like 

a broadcaster without a microphone. Neither one can 

talk to their audience! We are, for better or worse, 

wedded to our technology and have to ensure that it 

is always within reach to run our practice. 

Let’s go back to November of 2014. My 20 year-

old son, was calling me from college, upset that he 

lost his wallet on campus. In it were his student ID, 

credit cards, and $90 in cash. After doing the normal 

parental “lost item” checklist (I’d ask: “Where did you 

lose it? He’d say “If I knew that, I wouldn’t be calling 

YOU!”), I boldly told him that “if his name was in the 

wallet, he’d probably get it all back.” 

He was stunned and then blurted out, “Dad, 

someone’s going to lift the cash and trash the rest.” I 

told him that, while theft was a possibility, I felt most 

people will do the right thing if they can. 

The gambling part of me put his chances of a full 

wallet recovery at 80%. I knew this was a teachable 

moment so I asked him, “If you found a wallet and it 

had the person’s ID in it, what would you do?” His 

response was reflexive, “I’d try to track the person 

down and return it.” “So”, I said “Why don’t you think 

someone else would do the same?” Silence. Parental 

point scored. 
(cont’d on page 15)
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Fast forward two days. The phone rang again. It was 

my son who was quite animated. “Dad, I got it all back 

— including the cash!” Turned out, as predicted, that 

another student found it, returned it to the campus 

police and they called him for the reunion. Problem 

solved. Faith restored. And we moved on with our 

lives. With this backdrop, I began to think about this 

as I looked at my cell phone. I decided to take the 

unorthodox step to print out and attach a label to the 

back of the phone case that shields my $800 iPhone 

6 Plus. It read:

Please return me:

Joe Ankus

954-349-4428

Thank You!!!!!

The light-hearted abuse I received from family and 

friends for doing this was immediate. I was labeled 

a geek who probably had their name inside their 

lunchbox as a kid.  (I did.) I had to laugh.

In essence, with my name and office number on the 

back of my phone, I gave someone the opportunity 

that they COULD easily return the phone. At the same 

time, by giving them that chance, I believed they 

WOULD return the phone. If they kept it, then that 

was their choice.

My thinking was simple. If I didn’t give them the 

chance to return it, then the risk of loss was mine 

alone. By putting the little label on my phone, I had 

taken most of the burden off me and put it on the 

finder. Sanity restored in under 30 seconds — 2 

seconds to think about what to put on the label and 

28 seconds to type and print it.

Some folks told me that without putting “Reward 

Paid” on the label no one would ever return it. I 

disagree. Let’s keep a positive perspective. Let’s give 

those who want to do good, the ability to do good. 

Label your phone and make it easy for them. The 

down time and expense you will incur as a recruiter 

without a cell phone is too costly for your business 

and peace of mind.

So, what are you waiting for?  Get that label on 

there! You can thank me later. 

Author’s Note: I only put my office number on the 

phone for security reasons and always make sure my 

phone is electronically locked so that my information 

is non-accessible by anyone other than authorized 

users. Consult with your carrier or phone manufacturer 

to ensure you have secured your device against 

unauthorized usage in the event you do lose your 

phone.  TFL (back to TOC)

Joe Ankus is the President of Ankus Consulting, Inc., a Florida based legal recruiting firm 

near the fish filled waters of Fort Lauderdale and the Florida Everglades. After practicing 

law in two of the nation’s largest law firms, Joe entered the recruiting field in 1991. Joe 

has 25 years of professional experience and has successfully assisted in the placement of 

over 500+ attorneys in some of the nation’s most prestigious law firms and corporations. In addition, 

Joe has been a featured public speaker, author, conference panelist, and personal recruiting trainer to 

hundreds of recruiters on a nationwide basis. His website is www.ankusconsulting.com and his email is 

info@ankusconsulting.com.
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Cold messages are part and parcel of every recruiter’s day. It’s the way that we connect with new candidates, 

and we couldn’t survive without them.

What’s pretty shocking though is that almost 90% of these messages aren’t personalized!

Recruiting is all about relationships, and the boilerplate templates that most candidates receive are definitely 

not the best way to start new relationships.

Personalization can be pretty time consuming though, so we’ve broken down five easy ways that you can craft 

super-personalized emails that will give you the best chance of success.

1. Find a Mysterious Connection

If you were to travel 15 miles away from home and 

bump into a stranger who is also from the same 

hometown, it wouldn’t mean much.

But if you’re 5,000 miles from home and in a 

different country, you’d experience a different feeling 

meeting that same person.

This is because you share a mysterious connection.

We’re hardwired to trust people that we think are 

similar, so finding common ground is the best way (I 

know of) to connect with a new candidate.

Scan each candidate’s LinkedIn, Github or Twitter 

profile to see if you can find anything out of the 

ordinary that you can relate to. Highlighting these in 

your first message could be the difference.

Here’s a quick example to illustrate this:

5 Ways to Send 
Personalized Cold Emails

By Ben Slater

(cont’d on page 17)
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It’s not unusual for top developers to get hundreds 

of recruiter emails a week — making your message 

unique is the only chance you have to develop  

a relationship.

2. Highlight Mutual Connections

What do you do if a close friend recommends a 

restaurant to you, tells you they had the best tacos of 

their life, insists that you check it out? Unless  you don’t 

like tacos, you book a table and take a look for yourself 

— we put a lot of stock by personal recommendations.

It’s pretty different when you get a new flyer through 

your mailbox about a local taco place though, right? 

The ‘recommendation’ isn’t nearly as trustworthy and 

it’s going straight in the bin.

Sadly, the vast majority of recruiter emails are 

like flyers — they’re not personalized and they’re  

typically ignored.

Mentioning a mutual connection is a great way to 

avoid this scenario and make the candidate sit up and  

take notice.

Here are two great ways to do this:

1. Ask a mutual connection to send the email

This is your best bet. Ask your mutual 

connection to send your cold email for you — an 

introduction like this will dramatically improve 

your chances of success. You can use LinkedIn’s 

mutual connections feature, or sign up for a tool 

like Conspire that analyzes your contact list to 

help you find introductions.

2. Reference their colleague or friend

Mention a colleague or friend of the candidate in the 

body of the email. If it’s someone that they respect, 

then it’s great social proof that you’re worth talking to!

Try this style of email to highlight a mutual 

connection to a candidate:

Just for you, we’ve put together five ridiculously personalized email templates that will help you get better results from your  
cold outreach immediately. Send me 5 super-personalized email templates.

FREE EMAIL TEMPLATES

(cont’d on page 18)
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3. Send Your Email at the Perfect Time
Make sure you’re not wasting all of this 

personalization — send your email when it’s most 

likely to be opened. Research suggests that Thursday 

is the best day to send emails. It’s the day with the 

highest open rate as the chart shows:

And the highest click through rate:

Most candidates will read your messages within 

the first 60 minutes, (after 24 hours there is little to 

no chance your email will be opened), so getting the 

timing right is pretty essential.

It’s important to remember that this is benchmark 

data — it should guide your outreach 

strategy, but not govern it entirely. Get the 

best results by supplementing it with your 

own data. Your candidates might check 

their email over breakfast or manage their 

inbox on the weekend  — it’s important to 

find out.

Try out different sending times and 

find out when you get the best results. If 

you want better insights into your emails  

you can:

• Use an email plugin like Yesware to 

monitor email activity.

• Try out the Beamery CRM to see detailed 

insights into every email and make use of 

our software’s ‘priority candidate’ algorithm. 

(You’ll also find out how our software helps you 

generate 400% more responses from hard to 

reach talent!)

4. Use Candidate’s Name More Than Once
Hearing or seeing our name actually  sparks a 

chemical reaction in our brain!

As it’s scientifically proven to work, it’s no wonder 

that the [*FName*] tag is the oldest personalization 

trick in the book. However, candidates are becoming 

wise to this trick; they’re pretty good at spotting a 

standard outreach template with their name at the 

top. (It’s not that hard!)

How do you counter this?

Completely personalized emails, (preferably 

including mysterious connections) should be your 

first port of call for high priority candidates.

Templates should still be part of your outreach 

strategy for general hiring leads though; they save 

you a bunch of time and help you standardize  

your process.

To start getting improved results with templates, try 

adding a candidate’s name multiple times — while not 

perfect, this at least makes your email seem a little 

more personal.

Here’s a quick example:

(cont’d from page 17)
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5. Personalize Your Emails with Praise

Candidates may be used to cold emails praising 

their skills, but that doesn’t mean that they don’t 

like them! Using compliments in your emails helps 

to create subconscious, positive attitudes of you and 

your company. Flattery (no matter how insincere) is 

scientifically proven to work!

What’s the best way to do this?

LinkedIn is a pretty good place to start here. It’s 

important to be specific — nothing smacks more 

of a template than “I was really impressed by your 

LinkedIn profile”! Pick out specific achievements and 

tell candidates why you find them impressive.

For technical hires branch out from LinkedIn and get 

to grips with Github, Dribbble or a target’s personal 

blog to find praiseworthy information.

Here’s a quick example:

Final Tip: 
Use Email Not Inmail  

(If Possible)
These personalization tactics will work with any 

form of message that you send, but they’ll always be 

more effective over email.

Why is this?

It’s easy to pay for a few InMails and fire off messages, 

but finding a candidate’s email shows that them that 

you’ve done a little research, (trust me they’ll notice), 

and should give you a better chance of a reply.

If you do want to use LinkedIn to message candidates, 

we put together a comprehensive guide to the perfect 

message to help.

You can access our super-personalized email 

templates below. Enjoy!

Send me 5 super-personalized email templates. 

TFL (back to TOC)

Ben Slater is VP Growth at Beamery, the only recruiting CRM that leverages artificial intelligence to 

help companies work smarter. He likes playing with words and helping companies hire better. Wannabe 

athlete and keen traveler. Follow him @BenJHSlater. Interested in learning more about Beamery? Check 

out a short demo.
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Here come the 5 key success factors that make ol’ Santa a better manager than you:

1. Have a clear personal branding

Everybody knows what Santa stands for. There are 

no bad surprises with him; people can rely on him 

and feel secured. And foremost, he is consistent, 

which is a major characteristic followers look for in 

a manager (and I look for in my candidates in my 

job as a headhunter by the way). Consistency will be 

interpreted as something positive whilst inconsistency 

will often be seen as a sign of either insincerity 

or weakness. Like every good manager, Santa is 

predictable and a clear communicator — Be good for 

12 months and you will get the bonus by the end of 

the year. Be nasty and you won’t. People know what 

Santa expects from them and what they can expect 

from Santa. Full stop.

2. Be an early mover.

 No discrimination here but Santa looks pretty much 

like a 50+ to me (and just to make sure, as this is 

public: I do not have a problem with this). The thing 

we can learn from him is that he always comes up 

with the newest inventions, gifts and gadgets and thus 

adopts new technologies fast. There is no “It worked 

fine the old way so why should we change?” Santa 

has a natural curiosity, tries new things out, and 

embraces change with open arms.

Successful people adapt fast, especially in today’s 

challenging business world. What got you here won’t 

get you there. Ask yourself regularly if a decision or 

direction you took 12 months ago is still valid today. 

Reassess and correct your decisions if appropriate; 

upgrade yourself (e.g. through executive education) if 

you risk running out-of-style.

3. Follow-through, respect your 

promises and deadlines.

Santa Claus works quietly for 10 months, then 

the communication flow increases by the end of the 

project launch and whatever happens, we can be sure 

that he and his team will deliver on Christmas Eve. 

One of the biggest evils of management is to start too 

many new incentives, projects or action plans and 

fail on the follow-through and follow-up. Make sure 

you can deliver and have the energy and resources to 

go to the end. Followers are very sensitive to this and 

will see it almost always as a weakness if you stop an 

initiative half-way through without any explanation. 

There can be exceptions when a project is abandoned, 

but if this happens, inform your team of the reasons if 

you want to remain credible and be respected.

4. Do what needs to be done.

Santa Claus and his team have a clear mission to 

achieve: Get the presents ready on Christmas Eve. How 

can this story help you if your job is private banking? 

Peter Drucker answers: “Successful leaders don’t 

ask ‘What do I want to do?’ They ask, ‘What needs to  

be done?’”

Follow Peter Drucker’s advice, don’t complain or 

complicate things. Do not lose energy on things you 

cannot change or waste time with things that are off-

core. Most jobs consist of a limited set of skills. Focus 

on these and become better every day. Change things 

you can change, accept those you cannot and move 

forward to the goal you have set.

Santa’s Management Lessons
(cont’d from page 1)

(cont’d on page 21)
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5. Be good.

Mr. Christmas does not cheat, bully or lie. We have 

never heard of any sex or financial scandals or any 

other snafu that we read about in the corporate 

world daily. Nobody can blame Santa for unfair 

behavior toward his teams, his customers or — as 

far as we know — his shareholders. Not only is he 

100% ethical, at the same time, he is positive, caring, 

smiling and protective. He breathes respect and gives 

people security when he is around. All this gives him 

natural authority, not one implemented through title 

or hierarchy. Make this philosophy yours, help the 

world to become a better place and at the same time, 

ensure that your teams will work hard for you and 

make everyone involved happy. Got the message?

Conclusion

Season’s greetings to all of you. Whether you believe 

in Santa Claus or not, there are lessons to be learned 

for all of us. May 2016 be an even better year for your 

teams, but most of all your families and yourself. TFL 

(back to TOC)

Jorg Stegemann is head of Kennedy Executive Search & Consulting, a partner network of independent 

search boutiques in Amsterdam, Frankfurt, London, Milan and Prague and its headquarters in Paris. 

Kennedy Executive is looking for new partners, especially in North America. If you are interested in 

learning more, visit us here or contact Jorg in Paris at +33-1-53531500 or via LinkedIn.

Ho 
Ho 
Ho

WRITE FOR

Like that old recruiting slogan, Fordyce Wants 
YOU! At least to write for us and for your 
colleagues who are anxious to learn from your 
experience.

We especially value personal stories of success 
and lessons learned.

And articles that help recruiters do their job, 
faster, more efficiently, and more effectively. Tips, 
tools, and techniques are all great topics, too.

Send your article, or, if you would prefer 
to discuss it first, your idea to us: editor@
fordyceletter.com.
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Life is a Highway…Strike That. 
Life is a Networking Event!

Life is a Highway is the pop song, popularized 

by Rascal Flatts, the movie, Cars and several 

commercials. Is life a highway? Sure, in many ways 

it is. Life is many things. There are countless quotes 

defining life in profound ways, from Forrest Gump’s 

“Life is like a box of chocolates…” to Ralph Waldo 

Emerson’s “Life is a succession of lessons…”

I suggest that, for a recruiter, life is a non-stop 

networking event. Recruiters, like most other 

professionals, thrive by connecting with as many 

people as possible. What I mean is that networking 

is an integral part of our lives, and it does not only 

happen at a conference. Nor does it need to be 

confined to the working hours. The following are a 

few examples.

Network on the Go
We spend so much of our week commuting and 

sometimes traveling to different places. There you 

are on a shared journey, riding the rails for 65 

minutes. Take advantage of the opportunity to initiate 

conversations with those around you. If you are 

naturally curious, and passionate about what you do, 

the conversations should be easy. Be courteous and 

know when it is time to step back. Sometimes your 

fellow traveler is not in the mood to chat. Also, follow 

networking basics by listening more than you talk.

Network in a Leisurely Fashion
Networking can take place naturally during sporting 

events and leisure activities. This could be golf, a 

wine club, league tennis, or book club. Not everyone 

in your group will be in your work domain. Perhaps 

their brother or their spouse is your target. Activities 

outside a professional environment offer the chance 

to get acquainted with someone on a personal level 

before you initiate a professional relationship.

Network While Serving 
Your Community

Are you familiar with these words from Shakespeare: 

“How far that little candle throws his beams! So shines 

a good deed in a weary world?” When you are sharing 

your time with a charity, you are not only performing 

a good deed, you are meeting like-minded, dedicated 

people. What a great way to see their talents and 

interpersonal skills in action — and for those people 

to see your attributes. You’d be surprised how far that 

light shines.

Meetup to Network
Meetup.com has some traction. You 

can search your local area and find activities ranging 

from stargazing to business-focused groups. Starting 

or joining a meetup group is a terrific way to meet 

others with common interests. What I like about 

Meetup is that it has the efficiency of a modern app, 

but you meet in the real world. You could design a 

meetup to educate others. As a trusted resource, over 

time, you can build valuable client relationships.

The Bottom Line
Life is a networking event. Remain open to the 

possibility of engaging with others in unexpected 

settings. The above are just three examples. Like life, 

the possibilities are endless! Best wishes as you grow 

your network in unexpected places. TFL (back to TOC)

Debra Wheatman is a Certified Professional Resume Writer (CPRW) and Certified Professional 

Career Coach (CPCC). She is globally recognized as an expert in advanced career search techniques 

with more than 18 years corporate human resource experience. Debra is a featured blogger on numerous 

sites and posts regularly on her own site. She has been featured on Fox Business News, WNYW with 

Brian Lehrer, and quoted in leading publications, including Forbes.com, The Washington Post, The 

New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and CNBC. Debra may be reached at debra@careersdonewrite.com  

or visit her website at www.careersdonewrite.com.

By Debra Wheatman

Life is A Networking Event
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As long as you’re in your own way, everything seems to be in your way.

We should have a recording with those words of 

wisdom whenever recruiters try to convince us to 

accept an impossible fee collection case. Reality 

doesn’t yield to rhetoric. You don’t stand a chance 

when you’re your own worst enemy.

Platitudes don’t lead to placements either, though. 

So let’s look at the 10 specific ways recruiters trip over 

their own phone cords:

“Clearing,” Not “Confirming” 
The Fee

Thousands of recruiters have told us they “cleared” 

the fee with some “client.” It means nothing legally. 

Please understand if you hear us counting to 10 

before we answer.

The only “clearing” that matters at collection time is 

documentation that proves the employer agreed. Not 

that it should have agreed, acted like it agreed, or said 

it agreed. Without something you can introduce into 

evidence, you’re just headed for heartbreak.

“Confirmation” isn’t really that difficult to obtain, 

but becomes progressively harder with every step in 

the placement process. With faxes and emails 

more common even than phones, there’s 

just no excuse for not obtaining an 

instant signature and return of 

your fee schedule. The reasons 

you don’t require it have more 

to do with feephobia than 

faxphobia. Even if you can 

prove you sent the schedule, 

you’re not much better off. Go 

that extra step and require, 

demand, insist on the returned 

fee schedule — signed.

More and more feefighting employers argue 

that since you emailed everything else, why didn’t 

you email the schedule first with the request for 

a confirmation? They credibly say, “If we had 

agreed, we would have confirmed. But we didn’t, 

and told the recruiter it was unacceptable.”

This would all be fine if you weren’t the plaintiff. 

But you are — you have the burden of proof. That 

burden is not met by verbally “clearing” and not met 

by emailing something with no reply.

“Clear” that fee at your peril. Confirm it, and get out 

of your own way.

Overlooking Prior Contact
There are two ways this subtle oversight 

occurs:

1. The candidate is not asked about employers 

he’s contacted, and

2. The employer is not asked about candidates 

it’s contacted.

If this sounds like Lesson 1 in Placement Law 101, 

I’m glad. Few placers ever ask candidates whether they 

have had prior contact with the employer! 

And how many ask employers? The 

percentage of those who ask both 

parties is embarrassingly small.

I’m sure the reason is that 

nobody knows how long a prior 

contact is valid. Now you will: 

One year.

I just made that up. But it 

sounds reasonable. In fact, I 

like it so well that if you get 

into a fee-fight over a referral 
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more than one year old, I’ll write an opinion letter 

that you or your lawyer can drop on the employer.

If it’s not already on your forms, have a rubber 

stamp made that says:

• On job order form: What are the names of 

candidates you have considered for this job 

during the past year?

• On the candidate background form: Where 

have you applied or been presented for a job 

during the past year?

You’re not responsible for some human resourcer 

who says, “None of your business.” You just need to be 

able to show you asked and wrote down the answer.

Then your testimony shifts the burden of proof 

to the employer. Employers who didn’t make a full 

disclosure at the beginning turn into witnesses you 

can impeach at the end. That means the court will 

disregard their testimony.

“Pitching,” Not “Presenting” 
The Candidate

No wider gap exists between a recruiter and a hirer 

than when the candidate is oversold.

There’s no “perfect” human, so it follows there’s no 

“perfect” employee. When you “pitch” to someone, 

you’re expecting him to “catch” that air-filled ball. 

But hiring authorities don’t “catch” — they screen. 

Insulting their intelligence makes them doubt yours.

Who’s going to discover the candidate’s weaknesses 

if you don’t mention them? Who else? Why not use 

them as part of a balanced presentation? There’s 

nothing wrong with minimizing them, either. Just be 

sure you mention them.

Let’s assume you’re searching for a controller. The 

candidate is a financial type who’s missing a Master’s 

in Finance. The hiring authority insisted on it when 

you took the job order, but your candidate has the 

equivalent experience working as a controller for  

a competitor.

You could slip past the credential by saying “He’s got 

a Master’s in Finance, but he just hasn’t applied for 

the degree.” Misrepresenting someone’s background 

can result in a sendout every time. You could also 

say, “He’s got the equivalent of a Master’s in Finance, 

but he hasn’t completed all of the courses of study in 

transferable units.” This is true, and certainly is more 

likely to get you paid than not mentioning him at all.

But you can go beyond that. How about: “If you 

absolutely won’t consider anyone without a Master’s, 

I won’t refer this candidate. However, I’ve conducted 

a complete search for someone with the qualifications 

you want, and overall this is the best qualified 

candidate. You’ll have to be flexible somewhere. People 

with master’s degrees in finance are everywhere, but 

I’ve been unable to locate any that look like they can 

do the job as well as this one.”

That’s not a “pitch” — it’s a presentation. What 

serious hirer could resist?

Indirectly Arranging 
The Interview

A recruiter has four reasons for allowing a 

representative of the employer to arrange an interview 

with the candidate:

1. He’s worried about his phone bill.

2. He’s afraid he won’t be able to do it directly.

3. He’s aware that the employer doesn’t realize 

there’s a fee.

4. He’s lazy.

The usual excuses given for allowing it are:

1. “It was more convenient.”

2. “The ‘client’ wanted to do it.”

3. “The candidate wanted to do it.”

4. “I didn’t think it would make any difference.”

The fact remains there is no excuse for allowing 

it. Your leverage with the employer is greatest just 

after the presentation and before disclosure of the 

candidate’s identity. Arrangement of the interview 

occurs just after that.

When you lose the opportunity to arrange the 

interview, you risk the defense that you weren’t 

the source of the hire. That is what lawyers call a  
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“complete defense.” It’s the only major one in the 

placement process. Almost any other objection can 

be overcome, but if you can’t prove you referred the 

candidate, you won’t get paid.

So ask yourself whether one of those four reasons 

are ever yours. Then ask yourself whether you use 

those four excuses. If so, ask yourself why you’re 

preventing your own placements. It makes no sense.

Wedge yourself right in the middle of the sendout 

any way you can. In fact, if you discover that an end-

run has occurred, don’t lie in wait hoping to pounce 

on the placement. You’re legally risking a court will 

decide you waived (relinquished) your right to be 

paid. Pounce immediately — jump up and down if 

you must.

Be able to prove immediate delivery and receipt of 

a letter that states (professionally) “If you hire, then 

you owe.” What have you done legally? You’ve caused 

the employer to assume the risk that you’ll nail it with 

your fee schedule. Let them meet. Sooner or later, 

they’ll have to make their peace with you.

“Scheduling,” Not “Confirming” 
The Interview

The difference between “scheduling” an interview 

and “confirming” it is the difference between doing 

your job and doing your homework. Or as every lawyer 

knows, the difference between truth and proof.

There’s no way to prove that you were the catalyst in 

the face-to-face unless you create the evidence at the 

time. If you don’t use a sent email confirmation, fax 

or express mail, you’re headed for a heartbreak. We 

covered this in Chapter 49 of The Placement Strategy 

Handbook entitled “Fee Or Free, Which Will It Be?”

Why is this only done 17% of the time? It’s so easy! 

Just write a letter that reads:

ATTN: (full name and title of hiring authority)

Re: Interview with (full name of candidate) on (date)

Dear: (first name of hiring authority):

This will confirm the interview of (full name of 

candidate) on (date) at (time) in your office.

We were pleased to arrange it, and look forward to 

hearing the results as soon as you have met with (first 

name of candidate).

Should you need anything else, please let us know.

Very truly yours,

(your full name and title)

(name of your organization)

It took me about two minutes to compose that letter. 

It should take you about as long to copy it. Use it every 

time, and you’ll reduce your fee collections. You won’t 

even know it’s happening. Employers just won’t play 

fee-avoiding games with you.
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(cont’d from page 25)

“Hand-Holding” Without 
“Handling” the Candidate

The superstar recruiters of this world have 

professional detachment from their candidates. 

Since they’re sensitive “care-givers” by nature, this 

didn’t happen naturally. They disciplined themselves 

to establish a course of dealings with the people  

they recruit.

Hand-holding just hastens a heartbreak. Candidates 

use, abuse and betray recruiters more often than 

not. It isn’t their fault. Blaming them or feeling 

sorry for yourself just shows you don’t understand  

human nature.

William Lareau does, though. He wrote in Conduct 

Expected: The Unwritten Rules for a Successful 

Business Career:

“People work for many reasons, usually the least 

of which is a careful and well thought-out concern 

for their career development. You would be lucky 

beyond reason if your [candidates] were…

carefully attending to your sensitivities, not 

bothering you about their petty emotional states 

and problems, and looking out for their careers 

(which would help yours).

You’ll get no such luck. Instead, most of them will 

merely consider the workplace as another locale 

in which to act out the ongoing soap opera of 

their personal lives. Most of the time, they’ll be 

governed by urges that are directly contrary to 

their own best career interests, but will serve their 

short-term emotional needs.”

Running Head First Into 
a Hiring Committee

Hiring is a committee job, and you can become 

hopelessly mired in a no-win infinite waste of time. In 

fact, the more you talk and listen to every functionary 

in the placement process, the more difficult it is to 

extricate yourself from the process itself. This is a 

major placement preventer. You’ve got to deal with all 

the personalities, politics and ploys. You lose focus, 

control and credibility.

If you plan to make placements, you’d better 

deputize no more than two people at that company, 

and stop trying to improve the image of our industry 

singlehandedly. You’ll be no good to yourself or the 

rest of us if you’re not placing regularly.

Zig Ziglar wrote in Steps to the Top:

“Eloquence is simplicity in motion.

I challenge you, in your life and in your 

communications, to let your thoughts run 

deep but to keep your expressions simple and 

direct. Whatever can be misunderstood will be 

misunderstood, and unnecessarily confusing 

ways of speaking will not help the matter.

Simple…direct communications will move more 

people into action.”

Zipping the lip is hardest for people in “people 

sales.” That’s a little lesson in human nature placers 

need to learn. It seems inconsistent because logically 

the harder you sell, the more likely someone will buy. 

But committees frequently act in ways that defy logic.

Compromising the Fee
We estimate that fully half of the contingency fees 

referred for collection are previously compromised 

amounts. Not only does this reduce the fee itself, but 

it reduces the probability of collecting anything.
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Let’s look at the reasons:

Psychological: You appear like a “pushover.” You 

also show that even you don’t believe you’re worth 

what you charge.

For every 90-lb. weakling, there’s a bully just waiting 

to beat him up. In this case, a compromised fee is a 

sign that reads “Kick Me.” And they kick hard. The 

best you can hope for is that reduced, reduced again 

(by the commission) and reduced again (by the legal 

fee) amount. You’ve really got to fight to get it, too.

Legal: The legal problem with reduced fees is showing 

there was the “meeting of the minds” necessary to 

the formation of any contract. In the abstract, you 

might think a fee reduction helps, because it shows 

the employer negotiated the amount. But in the real 

world of the recruiter, documentation (proof) of the 

agreement is a rare find.

Here’s what usually occurs:

• The employer asserts that since reduced fee 

is consistent with its policy, the recruiter also 

agreed to the terms of its placement service 

agreement (extended guarantee period,  

refund, etc.).

Even if the PSA is unsigned, this is a 

persuasive argument. Why? Because the 

willingness to compromise the most material 

term (the fee) shows a willingness to agree  

to anything.

Cases are never perfect. Judges and juries 

constantly leap from certain facts to probable 

conclusions. The law calls these leaps 

presumptions.

Objectively, you can see how that leap can 

occur. Expect no mercy — or even justice.  

You have the burden of proof by a 

preponderance of the evidence. You can’t  

rebut that presumption.

• The reduced fee shows there was confusion 

about the amount. Once again, no meeting  

of the minds, no contract.

If the employer signed off on a reduced  

fee schedule, fine. We don’t see those  

cases though.

Feefighters don’t sign reduced fee schedules. 

Fee-reducers don’t ask them to, either. Fee-

reducers have an “in-fee-riority complex.”  

They wind up with an “un-fee.”

• The reduced fee also reduces the credibility of 

the recruiter. It often is coupled with a later 

“standard” fee invoice because the employer 

didn’t pay.

Sometimes the rationale is a term in the 

fee schedule about when the invoice is due, 

sometimes it’s not.

We send the higher invoice back to the 

recruiter, and hope the employer doesn’t 

subpoena or mention it. It’s a little late to  

start insisting on a full fee after the contract 

has been performed.

There are words you can use on your original 

invoice to give you a shot at a full fee. But 

frightened feephobics don’t use them. They’re 

afraid that the number might offend the big, 

bad “client.”

For much more on this subject, review Chapter 105 

in Placement Management entitled “Fee Negotiation.”

Buying Into A  
Split-Fee Dispute

“Lets you and him fight.”

We hear those oft-repeated employer words 

constantly. The so-called client holds the candidate 

(and your fee) hostage until you “straighten the matter 

out” with the other recruiter. “We don’t care who we 

pay, but we’ll only pay one fee,” usually follows.

What do you do? You fight. You robotically call up 

that arrogant person (whom you’ve never met), and 

start explaining how willing you are to compromise. 

It’s a riot to a lawyer.

That client just sits back and watches you shoot 

it out with another headhunter. Lost in the spirited 

splatter of blow darts is the real target — the client. Did
(cont’d on page 28)
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you have a contract with “Recruiter B”? Of course not. 

You do now, though. It’s called a “split-fee agreement.”

So the client (Love that word!) hires, and gets to pay 

its one fee anyway.

And all because you forgot who was the promisor 

in your contract.

Extending the Guarantee
This is the same legally as compromising the fee 

(Item 8). But it prevents the placement for a different 

reason. Extending the guarantee (even if it’s just to 

replace the candidate) sets up a chain reaction. It 

works like this:

• The hiring authority asks for a longer term.

• You agree.

• The hiring authority begins to doubt whether 

you’re confident about your candidates (see 

Item 4).

• The hiring committee starts openly discussing 

whether you’re the right recruiter.

• Nobody is willing to risk using you.

Committees invariably follow a path of least 

resistance. Employees act in accordance with David 

Viscott’s analysis in Risking:

“They take jobs because they seem stable. 

They become rigidly attached to institutions 

and organizations because they fear letting go. 

They…want to belong. They do not want to be the 

stranger, or risk being excluded.

Often a businessman cannot risk because he 

fears losing control or making bad decisions that 

prove him unfit.”

When you’re “clearing” the fee, extending that far-off 

(usually unnecessary) guarantee seems so easy. You 

volunteer it. You’re a closer. But you’re not “closing” 

then, you’re just opening. You haven’t even made 

a sendout. And if you extend the guarantee after 

the employer is ready to hire, you’re holding your  

blowgun backwards.

These are the 10 ways recruiters prevent their 

own placements. It’s really not necessary. Life 

in Headhunter’s Jungle is tough enough. TFL  

(back to TOC)

Jeffrey G. Allen, J.D., C.P.C., is the world’s leading placement lawyer. More than 35 years ago, Jeff turned a 
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